USS Hayden Mission, Stardate 10201.09


Host Klordy says:
<<<Begin mission>>>
Host Klordy says:
Action: incoming Hail from SF
Coreena says:
::In engineering, buried within a command console::
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::At what is left of tactical::
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Sitting at the Center Seat since her husband and the Captain have something more important to do::
MO_Cutter says:
::Directing the clean up of sickbay::
EO_Davidson says:
::Yawns as trying to finish Warp Core Recalibration::
Host CSO_Spear says:
<OPS Replacement> CSO: Incoming hail ma'am.
RA_Bafii says:
# :: Looks out the portal at the nebula, wondering what makes it so special ::
CEO_Michaels says:
::Lying on his back half in a Jeffries Tube, his legs sticking out of the opening repairing a conduit::
Host CSO_Spear says:
OPS: Onscreen
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Wonders how the center chair got so lumpy::
FCO_Knight says:
::In ME helping out with repairs::
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:I am just about done that Warp Core Recalibration sir...What's next on our list?
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Shifts herself trying to get comfortable while trying not to look like she has hemorrhoids::
Coreena says:
::Replaces the last chip, then begins to wiggle her way out of the console.::
RA_Bafii says:
# Talan: Taking us in, quarter impulse
EO_Davidson says:
Coreena: Careful there ::smiles::
CEO_Michaels says:
*EO*: Everything?  Oh...um...::goes through a mental checklist::  ODN relays on deck 9 need to be fixed.
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Sees the Admiral and settles down waiting for him to begin::
Host Adm_Klord says:
Com: ::Looks around the bridge:: CSO where is the Captain?
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii:  Starting scans Commander
Host CSO_Spear says:
ADM: He's...indisposed at the moment, Sir...
CTO_Kostandinos says:
TO: Ensign, take a look at the main armory, I want a full report of how many weapons were damaged or destroyed.  I need to know how much restocking needs to be done.
TO_Sharpe says:
::Walks onto the Bridge:: CTO: Sorry I’m late Ash
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:Will this ever be done ::laughs::
MO_Cutter says:
::Turns to see another broken piece of equipment being hauled out:: Med Staff: For the record, I did NOT break any of this right?  We're all blaming my husband?
Coreena says:
::Looks up from the floor with a sigh::  EO:  I am just glad it is finished.  I think I feel like that food called a pretzel.
TO_Sharpe says:
CTO: Yes ma'am
CEO_Michaels says:
::Says to self::  Sure it will, just in time for them to break something else.
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii: The closest warp field is roughly 35,000km from here
CEO_Michaels says:
::Crawls further into the Jeffries Tube and fumbles around for a coil spanner::
EO_Davidson says:
Coreena: Aye.... well salted or un salted?
Host Adm_Klord says:
Com: ::Nods:: CSO, I have seen some odd reports on your Ops officer... where is he?
FCO_Knight says:
Engineer: The plasma flow looks good here. Give this to your department head to make him aware of the alterations' I've done to circuit quad H-13.
TO_Sharpe says:
::Walks into the TL and down to the Armory::
Host CSO_Spear says:
Adm: He's been ordered to SB 477.  Something rather hush hush...That's all I know, Sir.
Coreena says:
EO:  Does it make a difference?  ::Reaches a hand up::
Host Adm_Klord says:
::REB:: Transferred? Why was I not informed?
EO_Davidson says:
FCO: Care to give me a hand on the ODN conduits on deck 9 ::extends hand to help her up::
RA_Bafii says:
# Talan: I see it; I'll get us to 1500km and then hold position
EO_Davidson says:
Coreena: No....just a joke...seems a bad one at that
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::on her hands and knees in front of her console, attempting to patch it up so it's at least safe before the engineering guys take a look::
Host Adm_Klord says:
CSO: send me a copy of the orders immediately!
Host CSO_Spear says:
Adm: I was only told it was a temporary assignment, Sir...Did you not receive any paper work on it at all?
Host Adm_Klord says:
::Stands and paces::
Host CSO_Spear says:
Adm: Aye...Wonders how to access her files from the chair...thinking the interface needs to be a little more user friendly...finally getting into what she needs and forwarding a copy to the Adm.:: Adm: Is something awry, Sir?
EO_Davidson says:
FCO: Actually......you have ME until the chief gets back. Coreena.... care to help?
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii: So far I'm not picking anything out of the ordinary that would even start to explain these warp fields
Coreena says:
::Arches her back::  EO:  I don't think these bodies were meant for some of these positions.
FCO_Knight says:
::Turns to former "right hand":: EO: All right.
Host Adm_Klord says:
::Ignores the CSO and reads the file as it comes in::
CEO_Michaels says:
::Yelps as a microwelder gets too close to his hand and burns him...cursing he puts it away and pulls out a replacement gel pack::
EO_Davidson says:
Coreena: Sometimes I feel the same way.... So don’t feel bad
Coreena says:
EO:  Help doing what?
FCO_Knight says:
EO: We're almost done 'ere. Won't be much longa.
EO_Davidson says:
Coreena: ODN Conduits on Deck 9?
TO_Sharpe says:
::Begins Cataloging and Sorting the small arms armory::
Coreena says:
EO:  Maybe these bodies need to evolve more... that or some redesigning would be nice.
Host Adm_Klord says:
Self: DAMN! Slams his fist on the console and looks at it rather in disgust as it smokes
Coreena says:
EO:  OK...
EO_Davidson says:
Coreena: That would be a little hard
RA_Bafii says:
# Talan:  Okay - that's it - holding at 1500... lets see what we have here  :: stand and moves to one of the new console in the back of the cockpit ::
MO_Cutter says:
::Bends over to pick up a fallen padd and bumps her head on a biobed:: Out loud: Owwwwch!  Dammit... why didn't this get broken while they were at it?  ::Turns to the laughing Nurse Johnston:: Well.. It would cause me less bruises at any rate.
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Wonders why the screen has gone blank.....but she still has sound......tries to motion to replacement OPS to get the picture back yesterday::
Host Adm_Klord says:
CSO: These orders are highly irregular....
MO_Cutter says:
::Shrugs and laughs, rubbing her new owie ruefully::
Coreena says:
EO:  Actually it would not be that hard... ::Ponders a moment::
EO_Davidson says:
::Grabs a Engineering Tool Kit and heads for the conduits::
Host CSO_Spear says:
Adm: Aye...that they are...
Coreena says:
::Looks at the FCO::  FCO:  I am ready if you are.
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Carefully pushes some exposed wiring back inside the console and attempts to fit the paneling on over it so no one will get electrocuted::
Host Adm_Klord says:
Comm: CSO: I'm giving you immediate orders to go to SB 477... I want it done yesterday... understood?
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii:  Well, I'm reading a small planetary formation - liquid nickel core - nothing amazing about it
CEO_Michaels says:
::Finishes repairing a ruptured power shunt, and replaces the wall covering, climbing back out of the Jeffries Tube::
FCO_Knight says:
::Turns to some argument near the Core:: Lt. Davies: That spanner goes the other way in there, Larry! Put it in like that and we'll 'ave mo' work t' do 'ere!
Host CSO_Spear says:
Adm: Aye, Sir...but the Hayden is in nay shape ta travel like she is.
EO_Davidson says:
Coreena: Actually it would.... that would be some major Genetic Manipulations...that is hard
CEO_Michaels says:
*Main Engineering*: Jay, I need the power rerouted through section 3 Alpha.
RA_Bafii says:
# :: nods ::  Talan:  Well that is definitely a stable warp field, it isn't a misread from the long range probes
Host Adm_Klord says:
CSO: you can test it in flight... Get underway and contact me on a secure channel when you can... Klord out!
Coreena says:
::A grin appears as she holds out a hand to his face::  EO:  Maybe not.  ::Looks at the console::  But I was speaking more about engineering redesign.
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*: Sir I am on my way to the ODN Conduits on Deck 9...I can get someone else to get the ODN conduits if you like?
TO_Sharpe says:
self: heh sent to tha' armory ta sort broken weapons...just bloody wonderful ::picks up a broken pulse rifle::
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Goes to say, "Aye, Sir." But sees the face disappear:: *FCO*: Ah need ya on the bridge now, Please.
CEO_Michaels says:
*EO*: Well who the devil's down in engineering then?
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*: Lt Night sir.
RA_Talan says:
# :: Jumps up :: Bafii:  I've got something Bafii.  There is a metallic object in orbit of the planet 
Host CSO_Spear says:
*All Hands*: Prepare ta get underway.  Ah know we are'na completely ready, but we have orders from the Admiral.  Continue repairs in flight.
CEO_Michaels says:
::Shakes his head::  *EO*: Right...carry on.
MO_Cutter says:
::looks about sickbay, glad to see everything starting to look semi-normal::
RA_Bafii says:
# :: wrinkles his brow ::  Talan:  Why didn't the probes see it?
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Shakes her head, wondering what could possibly be so important that the Admiral sent a half-broken ship::
EO_Davidson says:
Coreena: Can you handle the ODN Conduits?
FCO_Knight says:
::Turns to Coreena:: Coreena: Ready for what, love? *CSO* On m' way, ma'am.
Coreena says:
::Nods::  EO:  Yes.
CEO_Michaels says:
::Looks up at the ceiling and says to it::  Ms. Spear, that's the biggest understatement you've made yet.
Coreena says:
FCO:  I was asked to help you with the ODN's, but I guess I am on my own if you are helping The Doctor.
Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: power fails on deck 9 Hull breach causes decompression
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii:  It is in a very low orbit, between the nebula, the warp field, and the other unsteady energy forms in this area, it would be almost impossible to see if from much further than out position
MO_Cutter says:
::Hears the Comm and starts to agree with her husband - the Admiral really was a donkey's behind!::
EO_Davidson says:
::Hands her the Kit:: Coreena: Any problems let me know. ::Runs for ME::
Host CSO_Spear says:
<Replacement Ops> ::Reroutes power to deck 9.:: CSO: Hull breaches on deck 9.
EO_Davidson says:
*Bridge*: Hull Breech on Deck 9
CEO_Michaels says:
*Lt. Night*: Reroute power through section 3 Alpha, it should handle it now, I'm on my way down there.
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii:  Its not a natural satellite sir... and Bafii :: looks up :: its the source of the warp field  
EO_Davidson says:
::enters ME:: FCO: Report!
Host CSO_Spear says:
<Replacement OPS> CSO: Breach secured, Ma'am.
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*: There’s been hull breech on deck 9
FCO_Knight says:
*CEO* Already have Quinton on that, Brynn. Give 'im forty seconds.
Host CSO_Spear says:
*EO*: Breach is secured.  *MO*: Ye have casualties on deck 9...
MO_Cutter says:
*CSO* Understood.
RA_Bafii says:
# :: Lets out a small laugh :: Talan:  I should have known this wouldn't be simple - okay, lets see if we can figure out where it came from ... but for the meantime, lets go to yellow alert, keep the scanners peeled for any other ships.
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii: Aye
CEO_Michaels says:
*EO*:  Right, great, just what we need...I'll take care of it, handle Main Engineering for now, and get a crew over to deck 13, there's some hull buckling that needs to be reinforced.
FCO_Knight says:
EO:  On m' way to the Bridge. Quinton's got power nearly restored t' where ya chief wants it.
EO_Davidson says:
*CSO*: Any idea on what caused it?
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Figures she might need some help:: CSO: Ma'am, permission to assist the MO with casualties?
Host CSO_Spear says:
<Replacement OPS> CSO: Incoming Com.
Coreena says:
::Seeing the two are occupied, bends over to pick up her kit, then heads over to fix the ODN's::
EO_Davidson says:
::Nods at the FCO::
MO_Cutter says:
::Turns to the rest of her staff:: Sickbay: Alright folks... get it together.  The powers that be started breakin' people again.  Team 3 and 4 head to the site, the rest get ready for incoming casualties
Host CSO_Spear says:
OPS: Onscreen, Please... ::Can't imagine how the CO Does this daily::
CEO_Michaels says:
::Packs up his Engineering Kit, and runs for the nearest turbolift, taking it to deck 9::
Host CSO_Spear says:
*CTO*: Granted...
Host Adm_Klord says:
Com: CSO, My log still shows you in dock....
Host CSO_Spear says:
*EO*: Talk to OPS...
FCO_Knight says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Bridge.
CTO_Kostandinos says:
CSO: Aye.  *MO* Need some help down there Keely?
Host CSO_Spear says:
COM: Adm: We're gettin' underway as we speak....
EO_Davidson says:
Repair Team2: Get to deck 13 and repair the hull that is buckling, and then get to Deck 9 and seal the breech.
MO_Cutter says:
*CTO* I will shortly I imagine.  If you're not busy Ash...
EO_Davidson says:
*Ops*: What cause the Breech?
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Gets up and paces wondering where in the blazes her FCO is::
Host Adm_Klord says:
Com: ::Mutters: this is yesterday?:: CSO, contact me as soon as possible...Klord out!
MO_Cutter says:
::Starts dealing with the walking wounded, waiting for the more seriously injured to arrive::
TO_Sharpe says:
*CTO* Ash, d'ya need a hand up there?
CTO_Kostandinos says:
*MO* Not at all, I'm on my way to sickbay.  ::Enters TL and whooshes away::
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Cringes:: COM: Adm: Aye....
Host CSO_Spear says:
*FCO*: I need you yesterday.  Let's go, Mr. Knight.
CTO_Kostandinos says:
*TO* Go to the bridge and take TAC1, I'm needed elsewhere.
TO_Sharpe says:
*CTO*: aye
CEO_Michaels says:
::Makes his way around the rubble on deck 9 and assesses the damage::
RA_Talan says:
# :: Works on the analysis of the satellite ::
Host CSO_Spear says:
OPS: Get clearance for us to get underway.
EO_Davidson says:
*CSO*: Until the Buckling on Deck 13 is fixed and the Breech on Deck 9 is sealed recommend we stay at impulse
TO_Sharpe says:
::Makes note on his pad that he had counted 15 broken pulse rifles and 20 broken phaser pistols::
TO_Sharpe says:
::Makes a mad dash to the bridge::
Host CSO_Spear says:
<OPS> CSO: Aye, Ma'am.
Host CSO_Spear says:
<OPS> SB 69: Permission requested to depart.
FCO_Knight says:
::Walks onto Bridge:: CSO: I was up here yesterday, don't ya remember?
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Enters the sickbay and grabs a medical tricorder, beginning to assess the first patient::
MO_Cutter says:
::Mutters to herself:: And the hits keep comin'...     Johnston: Get that junk out of the way so people can get in here, alright?"
CEO_Michaels says:
*EO*: Have maintenance beam hull reinforcements to the corridor just outside my location, and get a team up here to help weld them in place, it'll have to do until we're back at starbase.
MO_Cutter says:
::Nods at Ashlynn as she comes in and deals with the patient in front of her::
RA_Bafii says:
# Talan:  I'm launching three probes to the three other warp sources to see if they find the same satellites  :: launches probes ::
TO_Sharpe says:
::Enters the bridge takes TAC1::
Coreena says:
::With the panel off, begins the repair, with some modifications of course.::
FCO_Knight says:
::Takes a seat at the CONN::
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Not impressed out of sheer overwhelmed ness.....though she's handling it better than she expected:: FCO: Set course for SB 477 Maximum sustainable warp.
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*: Aye.... but recommend we set up an independent shield generator for that area?
Host Adm_Klord says:
#Action: the probes disappear
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Treats the first one for oxygen deprivation and minor exposure; moves on to the next who is already unconscious::
EO_Davidson says:
*CSO*:Ma'am?
Host Adm_Klord says:
<SB Control> Hayden you are cleared for departure
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Now, Mr. Knight.
CEO_Michaels says:
*EO*: That's fine, but I'm not trusting our lives to a shield generator, they can fail or be damaged, I want hull reinforcement plating over this breach ASAP.
Host CSO_Spear says:
*EO*: Aye?
FCO_Knight says:
Self: Guess not... ::Inputs new heading to the flight controls and navigation::
MO_Cutter says:
::keeps co-coordinating the efforts of the rest of the staff, finishing up with the crewman in front of her::
FCO_Knight says:
CSO: Relax, new heading plotted and laid in.
EO_Davidson says:
::Beams the material to the CEO's location::*CSO*We should stay at sublight speeds until the breech can be sealed and the buckling on deck 13 can be fixed.
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Resuscitates and treats for injuries sustained due to lack of cabin pressure::
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Looks around at the crew wondering where her senior staff is:: FCO: Engage.....and Mr. Knight.  Ye have the bridge.  Ah'll be in the Captain's ready room.
MO_Cutter says:
Johnston: Johnston - go help Lewis over there and clear the rest of the beds off will you?
MO_Cutter says:
::Starts wondering where in the world the CMO is this time::
Host CSO_Spear says:
*EO*: Put an extra forcefield in place.  We've been ordered out at maximum sustainable warp.  It's ye'r job to keep up with us.  Spear out.
CEO_Michaels says:
::Finishes what he can, and leaves to get out of the way of the repair team::  *Maintenance Team 1*: Get a crew up here to clean this corridor of debris.
FCO_Knight says:
CSO: Aye. ::Orders the ship to begin the voyage::
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii:  There is nothing remarkable about this satellite sir... its made of materials found anywhere in this sector.  Most of the systems in this area use the same technology base, so I can't id it from that either.
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Enters the CO's ready room and opens a secure channel to the Admiral::
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*Sir then recommend we evacuate that deck until repairs can be made.
Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: engines whine as they pull against the docking clamps that have not been released
FCO_Knight says:
::Calls for All Stop::
CEO_Michaels says:
*EO*: Considering we just had a hull breach Lt, that's already been taken care of, non-essential personnel have already been evacuated.
Coreena says:
::Looks up and around in concern::
RA_Bafii says:
# Talan: But you are sure it came from one of the adjacent systems?
FCO_Knight says:
::Grins a bit and remembers what he forgot to do:: ALL: No worries.
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:Aye. Sir I have a concern.
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Administers a hypo to settle the stomach of one caught in the zero-g atmosphere caused by the hull breach...  wonders why they don't do as much zero-g training as they used to::
RA_Talan says:
#Bafii : Yes, it definitely looks that way.
FCO_Knight says:
::Requests clearance form the SB::
Coreena says:
::As the engines go back to normal, she shakes her head and goes back to her work.::
CEO_Michaels says:
*EO*: If it's about business, spit it out, if it's personal, it can wait.
Host Adm_Klord says:
::Hears the Com beep and opens the secure channel::
CEO_Michaels says:
::Walks down the corridor heading for main engineering, hoping that nothing else will fall apart on the way::
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Nods at the Admiral as she takes a ginger seat in the CO's chair::
MO_Cutter says:
::Notices things start to slow a bit and heads towards the CTO:: CTO: Okay over here?
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:Its business sir.... The team on Deck 13 said that the Buckling will take 12 hours to repair...we are lucky it didn't breech yet. We need to stay under warp 1 at least.
Host Adm_Klord says:
Com: CSO, these orders for Talan were not cleared through me
RA_Bafii says:
# Talan:  Can you get an idea how long it has been here :: takes a seat back at the helm ::
Host CSO_Spear says:
COM: Adm: So what exactly does that mean, Sir.... is he in danger?
Coreena says:
::Becoming involved in her work, she begins to hum a tune.::
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Finishes with the last critical patient and looks up:: MO: Thankfully, yes - the breach was sealed before extensive damage was done to these people.  We were lucky this time.
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*:There's nothing I can do about it. I tried to explain that to the CSO but she said we have orders to get somewhere at max sustainable warp
CEO_Michaels says:
*EO*: From what I've heard that's not an option Lt., tell them to reinforce it with extra hull plating rather than repair it, I expect them to be finished within the hour.
Host Adm_Klord says:
Com: I am trying to track down their source but I am concerned for his safety... this smells of decayed Targ
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii: Working on it, the nebula makes it a little difficult, but I think I can do it
Host CSO_Spear says:
COM: Admiral: Well that's a pretty mental picture...
CEO_Michaels says:
::Gets on the turbolift and takes it down to Main Engineering::
RA_Bafii says:
# :: Sees a report from the first probe, confirming the existence of another satellite at the secondary source ::
FCO_Knight says:
::Whistles a bit and restarts the sequence to get underway:: Self: 1/4 impulse, and away she goes...
EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*: Aye ::tosses PADD down onto a table::
MO_Cutter says:
::Nods:: CTO: I know.  It could have been worse.  Really wish you folks on the bridge would stop breaking people though! ::Grin::
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Looks around at her old haunt, seeing things thin out a bit:: MO: You still need me around here, or can I go finish fixing my guns?  ::Grins::
Host Adm_Klord says:
Com: CSO, get in there and find out what is going on and exactly who is involved... I want to be kept informed on this
CEO_Michaels says:
::Walks into Main Engineering and stops in front of the Master Situation Monitor, assessing the damage and prioritizing in his head what needs to get done::
MO_Cutter says:
::Laughs:: CTO: I think we've got it handled.  Go play with your guns.
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::turns to walk out:: MO: It's been fun!
EO_Davidson says:
*CSO*: We have reinforced the Buckling on deck 13 ma'am. Try not to push her too hard
Host CSO_Spear says:
COM: Admiral: Of course, Sir...We are'na able to travel at maximum warp due to hull breaches and deck buckling, but we're on our way as quickly as possible...and we'll get to the bottom of it...
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Enters the TL and whooshes off toward the bridge::
FCO_Knight says:
::Sits in the "Big Chair" for the first time and transfers CONN monitoring and minimal controls to the Captain's console::
CEO_Michaels says:
::Walks by Jay and says in a low voice::  EO: Just a hint...they don't normally like it up there, ::points up::, when you tell them how to do things.
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Can't hear the EO since the room is rigged for a secure channel::
Host Adm_Klord says:
::Eyes the CSO:: Commander.... are you up to this? I notice a bit of discomfort in your... seating
RA_Bafii says:
# :: Gets the report from probe numbers 2 and 3 - the same findings ::
Host CSO_Spear says:
COM: Admiral: Big chairs just take a little gettin' used ta, Sir...Ah'm as ready as Ah kin be...
MO_Cutter says:
CTO: Catch you later Ashlynn.  Maybe have a few drinks or something - at the very least put some fear into Jason's heart
EO_Davidson says:
CEO: Well sir.... if they want the ship flying apart at warp then they can. But I would rather get there and back in one piece
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Enters the bridge, a bit confused by the FCO, not CSO in the big chair, but says nothing as she relieves Sharpe:: TO: You can go back to filing now, Patrick ::grins::
Host Adm_Klord says:
Com: Alright Keep me in the loop commander... Klord out
CEO_Michaels says:
::Pulls the PADD out of his back pocket::  EO: That's what we're here for, now I've got a report here of some problems with the Tactical Console, see if you can't fix that.
CTO_Kostandinos says:
*MO* Sure, we just won't get caught like last time!
MO_Cutter says:
::Laughs:: *CTO* You've got a deal!
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Closes the COM channel and heaves a sigh of relief sitting back in the chair momentarily before pushing herself up and heading out to the bridge with all the bravado she can muster::
TO_Sharpe says:
CTO:  Sure thing Ash.... I’m almost done...they weren’t that bad
EO_Davidson says:
::Nods:: CEO: aye and sorry
FCO_Knight says:
Self: ::Gets comfortable and wriggles in the cushion for a bit:: No wonder Cap'n's always in this chair. I'd start to grow fat in this seat.
TO_Sharpe says:
::Walks out and back to the armory::
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Thank ya, Mr. Knight... CTO: How are our weapons systems?  100% or more?
CTO_Kostandinos says:
TO: Thanks, I know it's boring but it needs to be done ::already back on her hands and knees trying to make her console useable::
CEO_Michaels says:
Lt. Fi'Xit: I need you and your team on Deck 5, there are some burnt out power relays that need replacing.
Coreena says:
::Pulls up the scanner and reads the data on it, noting that power is running unhampered here now.  Closes the panel and traces the network to the next juncture.::
EO_Davidson says:
::heads for the bridge to work on the tactical console::
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii:  This analysis is going to take a while Commander - might as well get comfortable
FCO_Knight says:
::Gets up and transfers all control to the CONN::
EO_Davidson says:
::Enters bridge::
RA_Bafii says:
# :: stands :: Talan:  In that case, how about some lunch :: moves to the replicator and gets two root beers ::
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Cranes her head to see the CTO, waiting for an answer::
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Looks up at the CSO, pushing a stray lock of hair out of her face:: CSO: roughly 70% useable, I'm waiting for an Engineering team to come up and completely fix the console::
CTO_Kostandinos says:
CSO: Targeting systems are waaay off, but we can technically fire things
EO_Davidson says:
CTO:The doctor is in ::smiles::
Host CSO_Spear says:
CTO: Understood...We dunna know what we're goin' into...so Ah'd like weapons at peak efficiency...It's a priority.
Coreena says:
::Passes by one that is fine.  Checking her readings, pockets the scanner and begins to climb up to the next level.::
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Well Ah guess the EO never did get over his crush on her MO now turned CTO while she was CMO::
RA_Talan says:
# :: Meeting Bafii in the rear of the cabin, takes the offered rootbeer ::  Bafii:  So why do you think anyone would put these out here?  :: takes a drink ::
CTO_Kostandinos says:
EO: Good thing, too, I need 30% more efficiency out of these weapons and I need it yesterday
CEO_Michaels says:
::Sighs at all the red blinkies on the Situation Monitor::  Ens Torq: Get a few men and head to Deck 15, there's a leak in the dilithium stores, seal it and clean it up.
TO_Sharpe says:
*CTO*: Ash I’ve finished Cataloguing damaged or destroyed weapons down here
FCO_Knight says:
::Watches the proverbial road::
RA_Bafii says:
# Talan: I'm hoping it’s for scientific research, but I doubt it.
EO_Davidson says:
::Back up a bit:: CTO: Sour rocktijino this morning Ashlynn?
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Efficiency of the Flight systems?  We kin still turn on a needlepoint, Correct?
CTO_Kostandinos says:
*TO* Good, now move on to the brig, and the war room, I want full damage assessments on both areas.  Thank you Pat.
TO_Sharpe says:
*CTO*:: Aye ma'am
CTO_Kostandinos says:
EO: No, I just am kind of partial to the ability to aim before I fire...  you know, just a little quirky thing of mine...
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Sarcastic::
EO_Davidson says:
CTO: What's the main problem here? I can understand...is that you trying to be sarcastic?
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii: Then what? 
Coreena says:
::Reaching up for the next hand hold, not paying attention.  As her hand closes on nothingness, she looses her balance::
Host CSO_Spear says:
::Curbs her laughing at the CTO's remarks......all the while thinking "you get 'im, Girl!"::
FCO_Knight says:
CSO: Well, let's jus' say that I'll be avoidin' hairpin turns.
EO_Davidson says:
CTO:You mean you have never tried Manualy Targeting?
RA_Bafii says:
# Talan:  a dangling worm lieutenant, one no one could resist
CTO_Kostandinos says:
EO: The problem is that targeting sensors are so far out of calibration, that we'd almost be better off opening a window and throwing photon torpedoes at our targets.
TO_Sharpe says:
::Walks into the Brig::
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Get some of your people on the situation then.  We don't know what we're getting into, but I can tell you there is a nebula close to the Starbase.  We'll need every advantage if we have to go in there.
CEO_Michaels says:
::Hears an alarm go off and walks over to a console::  Lt. Ban: There's some power fluctuations in impulse control, find out what's causing it, and get it under control.
Coreena says:
::With a gasp, reaches out, catching herself as she begins to fall.  Closes her eyes and clings closely to the ladder.::
RA_Talan says:
# :: considers the phrase and decides he doesn't like the sound of that ::
TO_Sharpe says:
::Begins testing the Cell controls and assess the damage to the cells themselves
CEO_Michaels says:
*Coreena* How you handling yourself, Coreena?
FCO_Knight says:
::Stops his thoughts for a second:: CSO: MY people? I'm a flight control officer, I have no staff.
Coreena says:
::Blood pounding in her ears, does not hear the CEO::
TO_Sharpe says:
*CTO*: Cells 1, 3 and 4 are completely disabled...brig controls are squiggy at best
CEO_Michaels says:
*Coreena*: Coreena...status report, how are those ODN conduits coming?
Host CSO_Spear says:
FCO: Well last I checked ye have ten staff members at yer disposal...Get them outta bed if ya have to...  This is an emergency per the Admiral.
TO_Sharpe says:
*CTO* : shall I move onta Tha War Room?
EO_Davidson says:
Computer: Run a Level 2 Diagnostic on the Targeting Sensors
CTO_Kostandinos says:
*TO* Ok, then we'll just have to knock our prisoners unconscious before we lock em up ::grins::  Submit a report to get those fixed, and move on to the War Room.
TO_Sharpe says:
*CTO* aye Ma'am
Coreena says:
::The CEO's voice breaking through, she slowly and tentatively reaches for her comm badge.  Residual fear in her voice.::  CEO:  The ODN's?
TO_Sharpe says:
::Moves onto the war room::
Host Adm_Klord says:
#Action: four smallish ships move in on the runabout containing Bafii and Talan
CEO_Michaels says:
*Coreena*: Are you all right, you don't sound to well...
TO_Sharpe says:
::Begins testing the Systems..Are normal except the tactical simulator is down::
FCO_Knight says:
CSO: All right, ma'am.
RA_Talan says:
# :: hearing a beep from the computer, jumps back to his station :: Bafii:  Incoming vessels sir.
TO_Sharpe says:
*CTO* Tha War room's Tac simulator is down
TO_Sharpe says:
*CTO*: Otherwise...everything else is fine.
EO_Davidson says:
CTO:   Shouldn't take to long Ashlynn.
Coreena says:
::Takes a deep breath::  *CEO*:  I am fine.  But we need to have one of the rungs replaced.
RA_Bafii says:
# :: heads to the front of the cockpit ::  Talan: Can you ID them?
EO_Davidson says:
::Says to self:: Self: try to hit something with them this time 
CTO_Kostandinos says:
::Just great...:: *TO* Add it to the list, medium priority, and send off to engineering.
Host Adm_Klord says:
#Action: a Phaser is fired accross the bow of the runabout
TO_Sharpe says:
*CTO*: Already done ::grins::
CTO_Kostandinos says:
*TO* good
RA_Talan says:
# Bafii: I would say unfriendly sir
TO_Sharpe says:
::Sends off his report to Engineering::
Host Adm_Klord says:
<<<pause Mission>>>
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